
Team Welfare Policy – The Assemblies Ltd 
The Canteen, No.1 Harbourside & The Old Market Assembly 

 
 
Team Welfare Fund 
Every month, we put the first 5% of all net profits into the Team Welfare Fund. This money can 
be utilised in many different ways, with the intention of it culminating in an increase in the 
team’s welfare and wellbeing. 
Past examples of this include staff celebrations & parties, on the spot bonuses, investment into 
bespoke training courses, language courses, career progressions, ‘Well Done’ vouchers to spend 
across the three venues, massage vouchers, free fruit, ‘subs’ in times of hardship. 
At the start of 2019 we have introduced better and consistent structures that ensures that any 
hard work is noted, communicated through line management and rewarded. 
 
Team Wellbeing 
The Assemblies Ltd pay a yearly subscription to the Hospitality Action’s Employee Assistance 
Program. This is an independent and confidential care package that provides support services 
to employees of the business. 
Should you ever feel stressed, depressed, anxious, have money worries or anything that you 
feel is affecting your mental or physical health, then there are confidential advisors available 
24/7 with practical and considerate advice if life ever takes a wrong turn. 
You can find out more here: https://www.hospitalityaction.org.uk/eap/ 
 
Company Culture 
Every year we invest into getting a better insight into the team’s wellbeing, with an 
independent assessor questions the staff on their thoughts, feelings, opinions, wants and needs 
toward the workplace. Sometimes these are as formal meetings, sometimes as phone calls or 
questionnaires, sometimes within a group and sometimes as 1-to-1s. 
The information is fed back to the company anonymously, where the themes are investigated 
and clear action plans mapped out to improve the wellbeing of the company. This way, every 
year the company culture gets reviewed and tweaked to make it better and continually 
progressive in its thinking. 
 
Team Perks 
There are a number of perks you may benefit from working for the Assemblies, detailed further 
in our Staff Handbook, but to summarise: 
 

● 35% discount on all food and drink across the venues 
● Free teas, coffees and certain soft drinks 
● A free, nutritious and flexitarian meal when working a shift of 6 hours or more 
● Company pension scheme 
● Free or discounted tickets to the theatre 
● Free tickets to sporting events around Bristol 
● Free entry to ticketed concerts within our venues 
● Discounts at our sister bakery 

https://www.hospitalityaction.org.uk/eap/


● Brewery tours and supplier visits to showcase key elements from our sourcing policy 
● 100% tips and gratuity distributed fairly amongst staff 
● Opportunity to purchase food/drink from our suppliers at cost price, utilising our 

company discounts 
● Progressive maternity/paternity leave arrangements that are considerate and beyond 

regular levels of statutory (detailed in your Team Handbook) 
● Guaranteed work life balance – and should this ever become unbalanced, then TOIL 

(time off in lieu) available 
 
Team Training & Pay Progression 
Training is at the forefront of the company ethos, as we want you to grow as in individual. We 
hold appraisals every 6 months to help us understand your drives and dreams, and how we can 
develop you to achieve them. We have a training culture in which there will be at least one 
training session per month, with larger training sessions taking place in line with your quarterly 
All Team Meetings. 
At point of appraisal, there is a pay review opportunity, and any member of the team who has 
been with us for longer than a 12-month period and maintained a high level of commitment 
and performance, will be entitled to our tiered pay rises. 
We also have bespoke quarterly training sessions for BOH and FOH management run by 
industry leading professionals. 
 
All Team Meetings (ATMs) 
Every quarter we close the venue for a morning and meet with the entire team, central office 
and some of the company partners. This time serves partly as a company update (we believe 
transparency is important), partly as a focused training session (with tables dedicated to 
People, Planet & Performance), and also as an opportunity for the team to get some direct 
facetime with the company partners to feedback ideas, ask questions and get to know them 
better. 
 
Team Representatives 
In 2019 we have introduced the paid role of a Team Representative in the venues. This role 
provides an additional line of communication from the core of the venue, right through to the 
company partners. It ensures that any significant information that cannot wait until the ATMs 
can quickly be relayed through to senior management, and likewise a conduit of 
communication from board level through to the team on the floor. This was introduced as a 
suggestion from one of the ATMs and is so far really helping for widespread understanding 
within the company. The role is a fixed term contract for a 6-month period, so if this is 
something that interests you, please let your GM (or Team Rep!) know. 
 
 
 
Sustainability Champions 
We have sustainability champions in each of our venues, who embody the ethics of the 
business and drive the venue, and the company, to continual look at ways of bettering 
themselves and the welfare of the team. The focuses change monthly, but often tie in with the 



Sustainable Development Goals – find out more here https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ . 
Again, if you’d like to get involved, please let your GM know. 
 
 
Induction & Disciplinary 
Every member of the team receives the same information when you join, the same introduction 
so that everyone truly understands the mission statement of the company... It’s important that 
everyone gets the same start, a strong platform to build on. 
In the same breather, should things not go well then we save a strict, impartial disciplinary 
procedure that is structured with an emphasis to help you improve and learn from mistakes, 
rather than crucifying you for them. 
 
Future Focuses 
 

● By August 2020, to investigate the Cycle to Work scheme further and ascertain how it 
can work within our business 

● After investigation, the business is not currently in the position to offer paid 
volunteering opportunities for all the team. However, it is proposed to assess the 
viability of enabling longer serving members of the team (1+ years of service). This work 
to be concluded by January 2020 

● To continue to work towards paying all team the National Living Wage. Phase one is 
consideration of how this may work when minimum wage increases in April 2020. We 
will asses this when we construct the business budget in October 2019, and decide what 
is the next feasible step to arrive at this goal vs. business performance, as it may be a 
two phased approach. Our target is to pay National Living Wage by April 2021. 
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Leo Croker 
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